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Budget cuts and the debt ceiling
If we slash trillions
from the federal
budget, what does
that do to our GDP?

tions demand our attention.
If we cut trillions from the federal budget, how will that affect GDP? In fiscal
year 2009, federal spending represented
24.7% of U.S. gross domestic product.
The percentages haven’t been this high
since 1946. The Office of Management
and Budget thinks that federal spending
will average about 23% of GDP between
here and 2020; the Congressional Budget Office thinks the percentage will be
The summer of discontent stretches
on. As of this writing, there is a tentative slightly greater. It’s worth noting that the
federal government has only gathered
deal. However, the possibility of default
(on average) 18.5% of GDP in tax reveis still in play. Republican leaders want
nues annually across the past 30 years.
major cuts to entitlement programs as
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This federal belt-tightening is going to
lead politicians, economists and consum- portfolio management.
Let’s hope the “what if” stays hypoers into the second part of the debt cap
thetical. What if no deal is reached by
conversation. Two very important ques-

the August 2 deadline set by the Treasury Department? The Bipartisan Policy
Center forecasts that the federal government would have to spend $134 billion less than planned during the rest
of the month. So $134 billion would be
removed from the U.S. economy in 29
days. This is more than 10% of America’s
monthly GDP. Imagine that happening for
a start, and then factor in a 9% jobless
rate and the possibility of a stock market
swoon and higher interest rates. It is not
a pretty scenario, and it is one the U.S.
will hopefully avoid.
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